WASHINGTON, (AP) — Representative Coudert, R., N. Y., introduced yesterday a bill to require consent of Congress before additional military forces are sent outside the United States, its territories or possessions.

The measure also would require Congressional authorization for use of any military funds to pay the cost of sending or keeping additional forces abroad.

Such a prohibition would not apply, however, if funds are needed "to facilitate the extrication of United States forces now in Korea."

The bill, in the form of a resolution, said the President had committed the nation's military forces "to war in Korea without the knowledge or authorization of the Congress."

This, the bill added, was "in violation of the spirit, if not the letter" of the Constitution.

Mr. Coudert told reporters the legislation "would again make Congress a partner in the framing of policies and taking action that might lead to war."

In response to questions, he said it was not intended to carry out defense recommendations made recently by former President Hoover.

Mr. Hoover has proposed centering this country's defense in the Western Hemisphere, with outposts in Britain, Formosa, Japan and the Philippines.